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Background
Information on the FEAP-initiative on further division of the HELCOM seas.

Action requested
The Meeting is invited to take note of this document.
FEAP is aware that the HELCOM Commission meeting does not deal with matters that has not been discussed
earlier in a group and in HOD. However FEAP is of the opinion that the Commission should be informed about
our initiative, which FEAP will raise in the relevant groups as soon as possible.
The Baltic Sea is by HELCOM divided in 7 sub-basins. For each sub-basin Maximum Allowable Input (MAI) for
nitrogen (N) and Phosphorus (P) is decided upon. Latest MAI’s were decided upon at the Copenhagen
Ministerial Meeting in 2013. In addition needed reductions based on “Reference input” are calculated.
If the MAI’s are fulfilled, the sub-basin – hopefully – should reach GES (Good Ecological Status).
Naturally HELCOM regularly assesses the status. However in this assessment the Baltic Sea is divided into 17
Assessment Units or sub-basins. Enclosed find a map of these units.
Concerning GES FEAP can e.g. refer to the document “Updated assessment of eutrophication” (Code 4.14)
on March 26 – 2018 for the HOLAS II-meeting.
Enclosed is page 42 from the publication.
If you concentrate on Great Belt, the Sound and Kiel Bay you will notice that the ecological status of these
units differs considerably. Great Belt seems closest to GES. Besides Kattegat, then Great Belt has the best
screening!
The Sound is not quite so successful, while some data is missing for Kiel Bay.
The sub-basin “Danish Straits” consists of these three units. HELCOM calculates from time to time for each
sub-basin the input from N and P vs. MAI. Danish Straits has in all calculations reached “extra reduction”. For
N a rather high extra reduction in all calculations is reached, while P differs a lot. Danish Straits had earlier
an extra reduction of 134 tons P recently. Now it is 1 ton P!
In the view of FEAP it is wrong to merge MAI for three waters with very different GES-status. Between Great
Belt and the Sound is the big island Zealand and some small islands situated, so the two seas have practically
no “water-border”.
If you for instance reduce the input of N and P to the Great Belt “dramatically”, it would have dwindling or
no effect on the Sound.
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FEAP is aware that Denmark in its administration of the Water Frame Work Directive also in some cases have
elaborated division of the water areas in smaller areas – in some cases reduction goals for a fjord is calculated.
FEAP recommends that HELCOM in the future calculates MAI for each of the 17 Assessment Units or at least
divides Danish Straits in two or three units.
In this way MAI and the reductions will correlate much better with GES.
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